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ABSTRACT 
There are several examples in linear algebra and number theory of theorems which 
are formally similar to the well-known duality theorem of linear programming. The 
object of this paper is to present a general setting in which we can state and prove a 
simple criterion for such duality theorems to hold. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a commutative ring, and let K” be the free K-module of rank n 
represented as columns vectors over K. For the purposes of this paper a 
subserniring of K will ,be any subset S of K which contains 0 and is closed 
under the addition and multiplication of K (but not necessarily under 
subtraction). A nonempty subset M of K * is an S-module if it is closed under 
addition and under multiplication by scalars from S. 
Now suppose that the ring K and a subsemiring S are specified together 
with an Smodule S, cK. Then for each nonempty subset L of K” we define 
the dual L* c K” by 
L*:=(xEK”Ju.xES,foralluEL}, 
where u-x represents the ordinary dot product. Since S, is an S-module, it is 
clear that L* is an Smodule; and L**:=(L*)* always contains L. 
Now let Z be a set of pairs (M, K”) for various values of n> 1 and various 
S-modules M 5 K”. We say that the duality theorem holds for Z if M** = M 
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for all (M, K”)E~. In the next section we shall give a theorem describing 
conditions on K, S, S,, and 2 which ensure that the duality theorem holds. 
Then a series of examples will show how these conditions lead to simple 
proofs of several results (such as the well-known duality theorem of linear 
programming), and one example will show how the conditions may be used to 
prove that no duality theorem of a certain type is possible. 
CONDITIONS FOR THE DUALITY THEOREM TO HOLD 
We shall call a sujective K-module homomorphism of K” onto K” a 
retraction, and say that Z is closed under retractions, if for each retraction 
9: K” +K” and each (M, K”)EC we have (q(M), K”‘)EC. 
THEOREM. Let Z he a set of pairs (M, K”) (with M an Smodule in K”) 
which is closed under retractions. Then the duality theorem holds for Z 
provided: 
(a) M** = M for all (M, K’) EZ (the “rank 1” case): and 
(b) for all (M, K”)EZ: with n22 and all zEK”\M there exists a free 
K-basis u 1, . . . , u, of K” such that (.z+Ku,) n M= 0 (“there is a line through 
z which does not intersect M “). 
Conversely, if the duality theorem holds for 2 and if K is a principal ideal 
domain, then (a) and (b) must hold. 
Proof. First suppose that (a) and (b) hold for 8. We want to show that 
for all (M, K”) E Z we have M** = M. Condition (a) shows that this is true for 
n= 1, so suppose that n>2. We know that M** > M is always true, so it is 
enough to show that 24 M implies that z @ M**. However, if .z ~6 M, then (b) 
shows that for some free K-basis uI,. . . , u, of K” we have (z+Ku,)nM= 0. 
Now the mapping q: K”-+K”-1 defined by (~(~cu~u~):=(a~,...,cu,) is a 
retraction,and so (v(M), K”-‘)EZ by the hypothesison Z, andcp(z)Eq(M) 
by the choice of ul,. . . , u,. Repeating this argument, we obtain a sequence of 
retractions K” +K”-‘+ . ’ . + K’ for which the composite mapping +: Km 
-+ K’ is a retraction with $(z)@+(M) and ($(M),K’)EZ. Since 4 is a 
K-module homomorphism on a free K-module, there exists 0 EK” such that 
$(x)=v.xforallxEK”. Since$(z)@$(M)and$(M)=$(M)** by(a), there 
exists (Y E$( M)* cK such that a$( z) @ S, but a+(u) ES, for all u E M. Hence 
CYV.UES~ for all UEM (and so av~M*), but au.z@S, (and so .z@M**). 
Thus z @ M implies that z 65 M** and hence M = M** as required. This shows 
that conditions (a) and (b) imply that the duality theorem holds for 2. 
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Conversely, suppose that the duality theorem holds for Z and that K is a 
principal ideal domain. Then (a) trivially holds, so consider (b). Let (M, K”) 
EZ with n>2, and suppose that zEK"\M. Since M=M**, there exists 
VEM* such that v.zBS,, but v.u~S,, for all UEM. Let e,,...,e,, denote the 
standard basis for K” and write v=Xc~e, (ai EK). Since K is a unique 
factorization domain, there exist PI, j3, E K with greatest common divisor 1 
such that aI/?1 + az& =O, and then, since each ideal in K is principal, there 
exist yl,yZ EK such that plyl-&yZ=l. Now define u~,...,u, by ~~:=b~e~ 
+&,e,, ue: = yle, + yZe,, and ui : =ei for i >2. The condition ply1 -j&y, = 1 
shows that this is a free K-basis of K", and the condition alPI +az& =O 
shows that u.uI=O. Hence for all ~Ez+Ku~,u~w=v~n~S~ and so (z+ 
Ku,) n M= 0 as required. Hence both (a) and (b) hold. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. n 
EXAMPLES OF THE DUALITY THEOREM 
In most interesting examples B consists of all (M, K"), where M is a 
finitely generated Smodule. In this case Z is clearly closed under retractions. 
In such a case the condition M ** = M can be rewritten as follows. Choose A 
as an n X m matrix whose columns generate the Smodule M. Then M* * = M if 
and only if for each y E K n 
3x~S”‘(Ax=y) w VZEK" (AT=ES; j z.yES,). (*) 
REMARK. T denotes the transpose. The left-hand side of ( * ) is equivalent 
to y EM, and the right-hand side is equivalent to y EM**, so the implication 
=+ always holds; it is the implication += which is in question. The condition 
(*) will hold for all nXm matrices over K (m,n=1,2,...) if and only if the 
duality theorem holds for the set of all finitely generated S-modules. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Solutions to linear equations over a field). Take K as a field 
and S= K, So =O. Then the duality theorem holds in the form ( * ) above. This 
is a presumably well-known theorem in linear algebra. It can be proved 
directly or using the theorem above (see Example 4). 
EXAMPLE 2 (Solutions to linear inequalities). Take K = Iw and S= S, = [w + 
(the nonnegative reals). Then M is an (w +-module in (w” exactly when M is a 
cone in the usual sense with vertex 0. Let 2 consist of .all (M, Iw ") where M is 
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a finitely generated [w +-module in [w”. It is readily seen that the only 
IW+-modules in BB’ are 0, IX+, -lF+, and [w, and so condition (a) of the 
theorem clearly holds. Turning to condition (b), consider a finitely generated 
Iw +-module M in (w n with n 2 2 and let .z E Iw n uV. The case M c Iw z is trivial, 
sosupposeM~[W2andchooseu4IWzinM.Define~:=i1lf{X~IW+Iz+Xu~ 
M}. Since M is a finitely generated Iw + -module, it is topologically closed and 
therefore ui : =.z +~LuEM. Complete u1 to a basis uI,..., u, of Iw”. We claim 
that (z+lWu,)nM= 0. Indeed, if AGO, then z+hu,@M because M is an 
08 +-module and z @ M. On the other hand, if h >O, then z+ Au, 4 M because 
otherwisez+h(l+X)-‘~uv=(l+h))‘(z+Xu,)~M, contrary to the choice of 
p. Thus both conditions (a) and (b) of the theorem hold, and so the duality 
theorem holds in the form ( * ) above with K =(w and S=S, = Iw +. This is a 
version of the well-known duality theorem of linear programming (see [l] for 
an interesting discussion of the various versions). 
EXAMPLE 3 (Integral solutions to linear equations). Let S=S, be a 
principal ideal domain, and let K be its field of quotients. Let Z be the set of 
all (M, K”) where M is a finitely generated S-module in K”. If (M, K’)EZ, 
then we can choose a#0 in S as a common denominator of a set of 
generators for M; then aM is an ideal in S and hence aM=,BS for some ,R E S. 
Thus each finitely generated Smodule in K1 has the form yS for some y E K. 
Moreover, (yS)* = y -‘S if y # 0 and 0’ = K. From this it is easily checked 
that condition (a) of the theorem holds (the possibility S= K must be checked 
separately). Now consider condition (b) and let (M, K”)E~ with n>2 and 
z E K n \ M. Since M is finitely generated, there exists LY #0 in S such that 
aM cS”. The basis theorem for finitely generated modules over a principal 
ideal domain (for example, see [2, p. 3931) now shows that there is a free 
S-basis z&i,. . , , u, of S” and pi,. . . , & ES such that j3ini,. . . , &u, is an S-basis 
of aM. This yields an S-basis yiu,, . . . , y,,u, for M, whilst ui,. . . , u, is clearly a 
K-basis of K”. Write z= CEiui ( Ei E K ). Since z 67~ M, we have $ @yiS for some 
i. Choose kf j. Then (z+ Ku,) n M = 0 and so (with a trivial change in 
notation) we have shown that condition (b) holds. Thus the duality theorem 
holds, and ( * ) is valid whenever S = S, is a principal ideal domain and K its 
field of quotients. 
EXAMPLE 4 (Solution of linear congruences). Let R be a principal ideal 
domain and I: =<R be a proper ideal. Put K = S=R/I and S, =O (a simple 
case is where K = S equals the ring of integers mod d for some integer d> 1). 
Let Z consist of all (M, K”) where M is a finitely generated K-module in K “. 
Each (M, K”)E~ can be pulled back to (N, R”) where N is a finitely 
generated R-module and is the full inverse image of M under the canonical 
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mapping R” -+ (R/Z)“. Using the basis theorem for finitely generated mod- 
ules over principal ideal domains, it is easily shown that there is a free K-basis 
ur, +. *, %I of K” and c~i,..., (Y, E R such that each oi divides [ and 
orui,. - * > a,~,, is a set of generators of the K-module M (using the natural 
action of R on K” via R + R/Z.) In the case n= 1, this shows that each 
(M, K’)EZ has the form M=aK with (Y dividing 5 and so M*=([/a)K; 
hence the condition (a) of the theorem holds. If n>2 and z~ K”\ M, then we 
can write z= B&ui (pi E R) and must have oi not dividing fli for some i. If we 
take k#i, then (z+Ku,)flM=(ztRu,)~IM=O, and so (with a trivial 
change in notation) we have verified condition (b). Thus ( * ) holds when 
K = S is a quotient ring of any principal ideal domain and S, =O (a generaliza- 
tion of Example 1). 
EXAMPLE 5 (Failure of a discrete version of Example 2). This example 
shows that a plausible “integral version” of Example 2 cannot hold and gives 
another reason why integer programming is harder than linear programming. 
Suppose that K = Z and S= N; is there any choice of S, for which the duality 
theorem will hold for all finitely generated N-modules? We shall show that no 
suitable choice of S, is possible by showing that condition (b) of the theorem 
fails to hold. Note that condition (b) is independent of S, (and the converse 
part of the theorem holds because K is an integral domain). Indeed, let M be 
the N-module in Z 2 generated by (0,2), (0, - 2), (LO), and (1, l), and let 
z=(O,l)@M. Any free basis ur,us of z2 will have ~,=(a,/?), say, with ar 
and p relatively prime. If (Y = 0, then /3 = 2 1 and so z + ur lies in M. If OL # 0 
then choose E= _t 1 so that .ea>O; then z+ EU~ lies in M. In either case 
(x+ Ku,) fl M# 0, and so condition (b) cannot be satisfied. A similar 
argument shows that taking K=Q in place of Z does not help. 
I should like to acknowledge the helpful suggestions of Dr. W. H. 
Cunningham, who first pointed out to me the basic similarities in Examples 
Z-3 and suggested that there should be a unified proof: 
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